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avid Preece has been steeped in the cocoa world  

for “20-odd years,” by his count, and if there’s  

anything that the UK-based cocoa, sustainability and 

general management expert has learned in that time,  

it’s that “being in cocoa is never dull. There’s always something  

happening — something changing. Trying to guess what’ll happen in 

the next year or even the next quarter can be difficult.”

Yet in the cocoa commodity market, hazarding such guesses is the 

stock-in-trade of growers, processors and distributors as they suss 

out how cocoa supplies, prices and quality will rise and fall in a 

fluctuating world.

And fluctuate it will. Market watchers are always identifying 

disruptors that could pinch cocoa stocks and rattle pricing 

structures up and down the supply chain.

So what’s a humble cocoa user to do? Need shakeups in  

cocoa-growing regions halfway around the world add to their list  

of growing concerns?

Not if they team with a seasoned supplier, they don’t. And such 

suppliers aren’t hard to find if you know what to look for. As Preece 

puts it, “Good cocoa suppliers will understand supply chains, they’ll 

understand risk — and they’ll mitigate those risks. They won’t be 

surprised if something happens, and they’ll have a strategy in place 

to manage it.”  
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“As with any other 
commodity,” Gerfen 
observes, “as soon 
as you say something 
about the cocoa market, 
it’s sure to change 
shortly thereafter.”

It's a living 
 
 
David Gerfen, vice president, manufactured ingredient systems, 

International Food Products Corporation (IFPC; St. Louis, MO), 

shares Preece’s view of the cocoa space. His company has been 

curating a catalogue of cocoa products for decades, and “as with 

any other commodity,” Gerfen observes, “as soon as you say 

something about the cocoa market, it’s sure to change  

shortly thereafter.” 

 

One such change is scheduled to go into effect in the fourth  

quarter of 2020, when the governments of Ivory Coast  

and Ghana — two West African nations that, together,  
grow more than 60% of the world’s cocoa — will impose a  

Living Income Differential (LID) on all cocoa sales made in  

those countries during the 2020-21 harvest season. 

 

The motive behind the LID is elementary: Chocolate is an affordable 

luxury, but “the people who actually grow cocoa, typically in less-

developed areas, don’t make a lot of money,” Gerfen concedes. 

Most cocoa farmers live on less than $3 per day, he says, and 

the gap between what they earn and the joy chocolate brings is 

becoming untenable for everyone, from conscientious consumers to 

the growers themselves.

As with any other 
commodity, as  
soon as you say  
something about 
the cocoa market, 
it’s sure to change 
shortly thereafter.” 
— David Gerfen, vice president of IFPC

“
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https://www.reuters.com/article/cocoa-west-africa-pricepremium/ivory-coast-ghana-strike-first-cocoa-deals-with-living-income-premium-idUSL5N2644FR


So by pegging a $400 premium to the price of every ton of cocoa 

sold in Ivory Coast and Ghana during the upcoming season,  

the LID aims “to get more money back to these farmers,” Gerfen 

says. Reuters reports that both countries will also guarantee cocoa 

farmers 70% of the $2,600/ton FOB target price, with proceeds 

from sales in excess of $2,900/ton entering a stabilization fund 

meant to cushion farmers when prices fall. 

Largely, industry players support the LID’s goals. As Clayton Brown, 

CEO of IFPC, states, “If cocoa is going to be around for a long time, 

you’ve got to make sure that farmers are taken care of.”

Gerfen agrees. “There’s no dispute that people in developed nations 

want to make sure that cocoa farmers are paid fairly for their work 

and their crop,” he says.

But what is in dispute are the initiative’s prospects for success. 

Preece notes, “If you artificially inflate the cocoa price — which is 

what the LID is doing — you could generate overproduction because 

growers think they’ll get the new prices as long as they grow more 

cocoa.” Yet excess supply puts downward pressure on prices, and 

that’s just what LID is supposed to correct.

In any event, says Preece, “It could be an unintended consequence, 

and we don’t know what’s going to happen. But we’ll find out when 

the season opens for 2020 and 2021 in September and October.”
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Power plays
As if the LID weren’t enough, 2020 is an election year in the  

Ivory Coast. And, Gerfen is quick to note, “No matter whether it’s 

in the United States or Africa, any time there’s an election, it shifts 

sentiments within the economy, markets and consumers.”

Alas, the sentiments aren’t always constructive in volatile  

cocoa-growing countries like Ivory Coast. In fact, says Preece, 

“Unexpected incidences like civil wars and coups can have an 

impact on cocoa supply.”

Case in point: In the early 2000s, an Ivorian coup temporarily 

shunted the cocoa supply chain into neighboring Burkina Faso. 

And though Ivorian beans eventually made it to market, both 

their journey across the border and the storage conditions they 

encountered there exacted a toll on quality.

“As with any other 
commodity,” Gerfen 
observes, “as soon 
as you say something 
about the cocoa market, 
it’s sure to change 
shortly thereafter.”
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To cocoa's health
“The big issue that’s arisen in recent years,” Preece notes, “has 

been ochratoxin, which is a fungus that grows under poor storage 

conditions — and it’s cancerous. So nobody wants that in there  

at all.”

In fact, a number of pests and diseases target cocoa trees 

themselves, with experts reckoning that we’ve already lost 

about 30% of production, according to Preece. “In West Africa, 

the main diseases are black-pod and swollen-shoot virus,” he 

says. “But you don’t find those diseases in Asia, where you find 

cocoa-pod borers. And in South America, you find something else, 

like witches’ broom.”

What frightens market watchers is the potential for these 

regional diseases to enter new territory where breeding and 

agronomy haven’t yet established resistance in local trees. 

“That’s something we’re anxious of,” Preece concedes, “and as 

an industry we try to ensure that cocoa planting material doesn’t 

move between regions without going through a quarantine for 

two years. But there’s still always a risk.”
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Another ever-present risk is weather, not to mention the longer-term 

effects of climate. 

As a former market forecaster, Preece is privy to how rainfall and 

temperature affect cocoa quantity and quality — which, he says, 

is why “every major cocoa buyer, whether processor or chocolate 

manufacturer, will have some sort of forecasting operation to help 

guide their buying strategy.”

Yet Preece understands the limits of the science. “Weather 

forecasters can’t predict what’s happening next week, let alone 

months in advance,” he allows. “But they can prepare advanced 

models of how conditions will affect trees and cocoa development 

itself,” and that’s better than flying blind.

Heavy weather

“As with any other 
commodity,” Gerfen 
observes, “as soon 
as you say something 
about the cocoa market, 
it’s sure to change 
shortly thereafter.”

Weather forecasters 
can prepare 
advanced  
models of how 
conditions will affect 
trees and cocoa 
development itself.”   
— David Preece, cocoa expert

“
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Yet while hot, dry conditions in Ivory Coast during the late winter 

and early spring of 2020 threatened to hamper cocoa development 

in the midcrop—putting downward pressure on supply—the 

unanticipated emergence of SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus that 

causes COVID-19, had different plans and put downward pressure 

on demand, instead.

Indeed, the virus’s effects have proven cataclysmic for lives and 

economies, alike, throwing the cocoa market into disarray and 

generating no small degree of uncertainty.

So while the International Cocoa Organization had forecast a 

global cocoa deficit of 85,000 tons for the 2019-20 season, “The 

COVID-19 issue is now affecting demand to the point where the 

2019-20 crop season should end up balanced, or possibly with a 

small surplus,” Gerfen says.

As a result, he continues, “Cocoa bean prices have fallen 24% since 

the onset of COVID-19, but we have yet to see a movement in cocoa 

powder prices.”

Unanticipated contagion
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Global gyrations
All of these concerns would amount to so much dinner-table 

chatter were it not that public health, geopolitical, environmental 

and meteorological gyrations will shake cocoa supplies. And 

while surpluses are in effect today, when supplies start tipping 

in the other direction, Gerfen says, “The prices cocoa buyers pay 

will go up. If they have a budget in place, they need to be aware 

of these changes to meet that budget going forward.”

And prices aren’t the only factor. Changes in the global cocoa 

market also impact lead times on product orders. “So if we start 

seeing cocoa prices rise, cocoa users will worry, ‘Can I get my 

product, and at what cost?’” Gerfen continues. “‘Will I have to 

wait a month, or three?’”

And don’t forget order minimums. As Gerfen explains, “Smaller 

cocoa buyers have to worry about how much product they need 

to buy to get any attention from suppliers. Can they buy a pallet, 

or do they need to buy 30?” Unfortunately, for smaller buyers, 

the answer is often the latter — or more.

“So it’s not only about getting product,” Gerfen concludes. “It’s 

about getting it at a price that’s fair, close to budget, in a 

timeframe and on a scale that works.”

9

“As with any other 
commodity,” Gerfen 
observes, “as soon 
as you say something 
about the cocoa market, 
it’s sure to change 
shortly thereafter.”

Smaller cocoa buyers 
have to worry about 
how much product 
they need to buy  
to get any attention  
from suppliers. Can  
they buy a pallet,  
or do they need  
to buy 30?” 
— David Gerfen, vice president of IFPC

“
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That’s not always easy to do — but it helps to have a supplier who’s 

got your back. As Brown says, “Our job is to take some of that risk 

off the table by forward-contracting, or bringing in product so that 

we can weather the ups and downs.”

Consider minimum orders. “Big cocoa companies don’t want to 

deal with small orders — less than multiple truckloads,” notes David 

Hillyard, dairy sales manager at IFPC. “And that’s where we come in.”

That’s because IFPC doesn’t merely supply and distribute cocoa; it 

uses it in its own manufacturing facility. “So it’s nothing for us to pull 

an extra pallet that we’ve already got in our system for a customer,” 

he says. “It’s just a matter of allocation and planning. We’ll sell as 

little as a bag or as much as multiple truckloads.”

As for lead times, “We have the ability to plan ahead and pre-make 

inventory to get ahead of them, if necessary,” Hillyard continues. 

From markets to manufacturing

For some of our customers, the most costly thing  
they do isn’t necessarily pay for product, but  
shut down their plant.” 

— Clayton Brown, CEO of IFPC “
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Sometimes cocoa purchasing agents are the last to know when 

their product is discounted at retail, he points out. “So now their 

chocolate milk’s flying off the shelf and they’re calling us in a panic 

because they need more cocoa to meet production yesterday. I can 

tell them, ‘Okay, we’ll get you some.’ We’re good at that.”

Credit being nimble and compact. “Part of what we do to stay ahead 

of the game is know our customers’ demand,” Brown explains. “Do 

we have an extra truckload or a few pallets of the type of cocoa they 

use? If we do, that helps us eliminate some of their lead-time issues 

that come up.”

And that can mean the difference between hitting production 

targets and bringing the line to a halt. “For some of our customers,” 

Brown notes, “the most costly thing they do isn’t necessarily pay for 

product, but shut down their plant.”

“As with any other 
commodity,” Gerfen 
observes, “as soon 
as you say something 
about the cocoa market, 
it’s sure to change 
shortly thereafter.”
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Independence day
Another advantage in today’s cocoa market is independence. 

And because IFPC is an independent, family-owned business, 

says Gerfen, “We work with all suppliers. When customers 

get information from us, we don’t slant it upon how a major 

is performing or what it wants to sell. We share our unbiased 

opinion of what the market is doing.”

Having a broad base of suppliers also helps the company 

diversify its cocoa mix. As Gerfen says, “A lot of the value we add 

comes not only from knowing about the cocoa commodity market 

and the obstacles it poses, but from knowing how to find another 

source for a similar product if there’s a challenge getting the  

first one.”

And because the company actually formulates with the cocoa 

it sells, Brown adds, “We know how it reacts to different 

environments, and we have a staff that can look at a variety of 

cocoas and evaluate which one’s best used in a mix.”
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Heading up that staff is An Ho, IFPC’s director of R&D. Among her 

team’s tasks is “to know the inside and out of how cocoa functions 

in finished applications,” she says. And that requires knowing the 

inside and out of cocoa itself.

Lesson number one: No two cocoas are exactly alike. “Cocoas have 

a tendency to vary in flavor because of their nature,” Ho explains. 

“They’re a product that comes from trees, not something  

that’s synthesized.”

Growing region and climate also influence a cocoa’s properties, 

with products from similarly situated countries like Ghana and 

Ivory Coast resembling each other more than those from drastically 

different locations.

“Each cocoa supplier will have its own strengths and weaknesses, 

too” Ho continues. “One might make a very consistent black cocoa 

with no variability in color, while another is better at organic and  

fair trade.”

And the process a cocoa goes through puts its stamp on a finished 

product. For example, some cocoas exhibit strong roasted notes 

that a creamy dairy matrix can hide. “But in a hot-cocoa mix where 

the consumer adds hot water,” Ho notes, the roasted, smoky taste 

comes through really strongly, so I have to choose a cocoa that isn’t 

susceptible to those roasted notes.”

Know your cocoa

Each cocoa supplier will have its  
own strengths and weaknesses, too.” 
— An Ho, IFPC's director of R&D 

 “
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Such was the case in a recent project that Ho and her team took on. 

The goal was to make a decadent hot-cocoa mix for a customer that 

supplied its own cocoa. As Ho recalls, “the cocoa being used was a 

cocoa that requires special roasting to achieve its deep, rich color.” 

And while previous iterations of the cocoa didn’t have an overly 

roasted flavor or mouthfeel, a more recent batch they worked with 

did. To correct for that, Ho and her team had to “cut in” a different 

cocoa type at varying ratios to nudge the profile closer to that of  

the original.

Sometimes the team might work with flavors, such as vanilla, to 

“tone down” cocoa notes, or with other ingredients like sweeteners 

and stabilizers. “These changes can affect the end product’s color, 

which may also be a concern for the customer,” Ho adds. “And it all 

affects cost. Even if the team achieves a consistent flavor blend, it 

could end up being too expensive, and then they have to start from 

square one again.”

Fortunately, Ho’s team has a reputation for its price-reduction 

matches. “Everybody’s ears perk up when you talk about  

price reduction,” Hillyard says. “And An does a great job at  

price-reduction formulation.”

Mix and match

Sometimes the team might work with flavors, such 
as vanilla, to “tone down” cocoa notes, or with other 
ingredients like sweeteners and stabilizers.
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Indeed, almost half her work involves matching an existing blend 

for a customer, she says, “or matching with vitamin and mineral 

fortification, or under a certain price. If a customer wants a cocoa 

they’ve been buying for 20 years, we can present them alternatives 

that would be more ideal for their finished application. We can help 

them consider different options that perform exactly the same in 

applications at 15% lower cost.”

They also keep a database of substitutions for more popular items 

“just in case there’s a disruption or a customer needs more  

than anticipated,” Ho adds. It all underscores the importance of 

backups — cocoa sourced from different suppliers or  

regions — “in case something does happen within the region  

where we get our supply.” 
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Such efforts eliminate “guesstimates,” Ho says. “Some of our 

customers don’t even have R&D departments, or maybe their 

department is very limited and doesn’t have the necessary 

equipment to pilot test the cocoa in the finished application unless 

they run, say, a 2,000-pound batch.”

That’s one costly test if the batch is off mark “and it’s back to the 

drawing board,” she notes. “Fortunately, we have a lot of equipment 

in our lab to test cocoa and blends in finished applications and then 

present samples that customers can try as the consumer would.”

And to put a bow on top, the team can secure the background 

documentation cocoa users increasingly need for certifications, 

FSMA compliance and the like. “And we’ll get it to you quickly so you 

can run your business,” says Gerfen.

That doesn’t always happen when working with some suppliers. “If 

you’re a small customer only buying a couple bags a year, a large 

supplier isn’t going to spend much time making sure you’ve got all 

your documents,” he says. “It sounds unfair, but it’s the truth of  

the matter.”

In the long run, she says, “We save our customers a step in the 

process. They don’t have to invest in personnel to do it all. As an 

extension of their business, we’re there to make sure that they can 

trust and rely on somebody. Because in this commodity market, it’s 

very hard to find that.”

R&D amplifier
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LEARN MORE

About International Food 
Products Corporation
Family owned for more than 40 years, International Food Products 

Corporation (IFPC) is a distributor and manufacturer of the highest 

quality specialty food ingredients, custom ingredient blends, and 

core commodities. We respond quickly to meet our customers’ 

needs and offer both technical and application support. Ingredient 

buyers across the US choose IFPC to leverage their buying power 

by bundling product orders on a single shipment from our 

fourteen convenient warehouse locations across the country.

http://www.ifpc.com
https://ifpc.com/
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benefit from aligning with the highly-regarded editorial voice 
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